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the year is 1636 and france is sick. like an ancient 
elm, its core is being devoured from within. yet from 
outside it appears strong and vibrant.

louis xiii sits on the throne, but his rule is that of 
a puppet monarch. While france rots, louis spends his 
time throwing extravagant balls (the cost of which places 
a heavy tax burden on the already burdened peasantry), 
hunting all manner of beasts (including, some say, Prot-
estants dressed up as animals), sponsoring artists to pro-
duce works of art for his private adoration, and ignoring 
the pleas of the downtrodden citizens who clamor for 
justice and clemency.

Pulling louis’ strings is armand Jean du Plessis, Car-
dinal-duc de richelieu, better known simply as Cardinal 
richelieu. he serves both as Cardinal of Paris and as 
louis’ chief adviser, both positions of great power. his 
grip on the political and military machinery of france is 
firm and unyielding.

religious persecution is rife, and has been for over a 
century. france’s Catholics have engaged in many cruel 
massacres of the country’s Protestants, including the 
infamous st. bartholomew’s day massacre in 1572.

richelieu has entered france, a Catholic country, 
into the thirty years’ War (a name it has yet to acquire 
in the current age) but on the side of the Protestants. 
richelieu’s aim was to break the power of spain and the 
hapsburg empire, against whom the Protestants were 
fighting, but his views were not shared by all. france’s 
nobles and ministers reacted angrily to this act, many 
seeing it as treachery against the Papacy, but louis ratified 
the Cardinal’s order, and few dissenters had the stomach 
to argue with the King.

france’s armies have not fared well. after a disastrous 
campaign beyond their eastern border, france’s army is 
in retreat. soldiers from spain and the holy roman em-
pire are marauding throughout the french countryside, 
making their way toward the gates of Paris.

in order to bolster france’s demoralized army, 
richelieu has raised taxes and introduced conscription, 
though it is the poorer members of society who suffer 

the most from these measures. famine wracks the land, 
forcing the already overtaxed peasants into increased 
hardship. resentment and anger are bubbling beneath 
the scum of corruption which floats atop french society, 
threatening to break the surface and drag the country 
into civil war.

the nobility of france has grown corrupt, though 
some would hasten to add they are simply more corrupt 
than their ancestors, who were already a decadent bunch. 
richelieu’s taxation policies are a mere inconvenience 
to the aristocracy, and while they dine and dance, their 
peasants starve and succumb to disease. many speak of 
deviltry among the nobility, of midnight ceremonies hon-
oring their unholy counterparts in hell, of young girls 
taken by force never to be seen again, and of terrible 
bargains sealed with blood and souls. but such talk is 
commonplace when times are bad.

An Alternate History
this roleplaying game is set in france. the year is 

1636, but history isn’t quite like you may have been 
taught in school. We’ve taken a few liberties with the 
facts, preferring to tell exciting stories rather than pub-
lish history books. here are some of the basic historical 
facts, along with those of a more fantastical nature.

King louis xiii rules france with his wife, anne of 
austria (a spanish hapsburg), and is guided by the devi-
ous Cardinal richelieu. Charles i (whose wife, henriette-
marie de france, is King louis’ sister) governs england, 
scotland, and ireland.  Philip iv (queen anne’s brother) 
rules spain and the spanish netherlands. ferdinand ii is 
holy roman emperor (his control includes italy), urban 
viii sits on the Papal throne, and the 10-year old queen 
Kristina augusta rules sweden.

the King of france is served by his musketeers of the 
guard, while richelieu has his own Cardinal’s guard. 
athos, Porthos, aramis, and d’artagnan swagger around 
Paris, and the mysterious man in the iron mask has begun 
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his life sentence. the thirty years’ War is in full swing, 
spreading destruction across much of the holy roman 
empire, with Protestants and Catholics at each other’s 
throats (literally). Johann heinrich alsted has just pub-
lished his Encyclopedia, while galileo is under house 
arrest for publishing his views on the solar system.

the renaissance has been going for two centuries, 
revolutionizing art, literature, philosophy, and science. 
yet not everyone tolerates this new age of learned 
thinking. the inquisition hounds critics of the Church 
and its views of the natural order mercilessly, aided in 
france by Cardinal richelieu and his lapdogs. magick 
exists, though its practitioners must be careful, lest they 
be branded as witches or heretics and burned at the 
stake for their sins. god, however, does not grant his 
priests miracles.

secret societies are commonplace. some are little 
more than clubs for bored nobles who wish to engage 
in activities their social status would not otherwise allow. 
the major societies, in the sense of those the characters 
are likely to want to join, are dedicated to cleansing 

france of the sickness at its heart, and whose members 
are, if discovered, destined for the gallows as traitors and 
enemies of the King (and therefore france). there are 
also more sinister societies, dedicated, it is said, to as-
sassination and the accumulation of power at any cost, 
even that of their immortal soul.

the bloody and brutal thirty years’ War involves 
sweden, bohemia, denmark-norway, the dutch re-
public, france (a Catholic nation), saxony, the electoral 
Palatinate, england, transylvania, and hungarian rebels 
on the Protestant side, with the Catholic league, austria, 
bavaria, the Kingdom of hungary, Croatia, and the span-
ish empire on the Catholic side. the germanic lands 
have borne the brunt of the fighting, but france’s bor-
ders have been breached and enemy forces are marching 
on the capital. france may be siding with the Protestants 
in the War, but she has no love for her allies. the Prot-
estants are still france’s enemies, and her alliances with 
them are purely political.

for all the evil deeds men are capable of performing, 
their dark desires are naught beside those of satan and 
his abominable legions. france may be suffering political 
and social strife, but rumors of witchcraft, deviltry, and 
the legions of hell, once believed to be merely the super-
stitions of the medieval age, are now widespread across 
europe. Peasants speak of werewolves and worse haunt-
ing the woods, and of satanic cults ruled over by vile 
spellcasters of immense infernal power.

What this Book Isn’t
All for One is not a history book and makes no pre-

tense to be one—it is a game book. While we have tried 
to maintain historical accuracy as far as possible, the 
nature of the game required us to make certain changes. 
for instance, in the renaissance period, certain types of 
magick were (generally) accepted by the Church. in All 
for One, virtually all magick is considered a tool of satan. 
likewise, certain historical facts have been altered to 
better fit the setting’s premise. We hope you will forgive 
us for these “errors” and not allow them to spoil your 
enjoyment of the game.

Countless words have been written on this era, both 
as works of history and fiction. it has been depicted in 
numerous films, including The Three Musketeers trilogy 
in the 1970s and the 1993 movie, The Man in the Iron 
Mask  (the 1977 and 1998 versions perhaps being the 
most well known), and Cyrano de Bergerac (starring ge-
rard depardieu). Players and gamemasters are strongly 
encouraged to watch these movies in order to capture 
the flavor of the setting.

that said, this roleplaying game does provide a little 
insight into the period through text contained in his-
torical note sidebars. you won’t find an in-depth study 
of the french justice system, a full list of foodstuffs, styles 
of clothing, or other such details, though. for the most 
part, these are background details easily added by the 
gm.
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How to Use this Book
All for One is conveniently divided into chapters to 

allow the reader to reference specific parts of the game. 
the first five chapters are intended to be read by the 
gamemaster and players alike. the final too chapters 
contain material intended for the gamemaster’s eyes 
only. if you intend to play this game, reading these chap-
ters will spoil your enjoyment of the setting.

Chapter 1: Character Generation gives step-by-step 
guidance for creating a variety of musketeer characters. 
follow the steps and you’ll have a musketeer ready to 
defend the honor of france and the King in no time at 
all.

Chapter 2: General Rules explains how to resolve 
actions and challenges.

Chapter 3: Combat and Hazards provides all the 
rules needed to be a swashbuckler! Whether you want to 
slay your foes or perform acrobatic tricks, this chapter is 
one of the most important.

Chapter 4: Artes Magicae details the magick of the 
era. unlike some other games, there is no defined spell 
list to peruse. each spell is molded as the caster desires, 
though the more powerful the desired result, the longer 
it takes to weave the words of power.

Chapter 5: Gear describes weapons, paraphernalia, 
and vehicles of the era.

Chapter 6: Adventures includes basic advice on the 
types of adventures you can run and notes on the swash-
buckling genre. by selecting the action and horror levels, 
you can run adventures that are dark and gritty, where 
every shadow might fold a terrible evil, or pit heroic 
swashbucklers against an army of fiends.

Chapter 7: Friends and Enemies lists some of the 
people and organizations that will help or hinder your 
expedition, as well as providing statistics for a variety of 
supernatural creatures, humans, and mundane beasts.

and now, without further ado, we invite you to ex-
plore the dangerous world of All for One. there’s a wide 
and fantastic world of swashbuckling  that awaits you 
inside…

Historical Note: A Brief Timeline of the Thirty Years’ War
1610
louis xiii becomes King of france at the age of nine. his scheming mother, maria de' medici, is named queen re-
gent.
1618
bohemia revolts against austria in a backlash of austrian attempts to eradicate Protestantism. rampant nepotism and 
family infighting between the nobles of the holy roman empire underlie the religious intolerance.
ferdinand of styria, King of bohemia, is ousted by the bohemians, and the crown given (by the bohemians) to the 
Protestant elector Count frederick v of the Palatinate.
bohemia acquires support from the duke of savoy (through the mercenary force of mansfeld) and bethlen tabor, a 
transylvanian rebel.
tabor besieges vienna, the austrian capital.
richelieu is exiled by the King for plotting with the queen regent.
1619
ferdinand of styria is elected holy roman emperor and rules as ferdinand ii.
1620
the spanish invade the Palatinate to protect the “spanish road,” spain’s route of march to the netherlands. a treaty 
with the dutch was set to expire in 1621, and spain expected the war to resume.
lutheran states promise not to assist bohemia or the Palatinate, and thus secure their own safety.
the rebels are defeated in bohemia. the bohemian crown reverts to ferdinand ii. frederick’s elector-Prince status is 
revoked and given to the duke of bavaria.
1621
Catholics turn on the Calvinist Palatinate as punishment for frederick's support of bohemia in defiance of the holy 
roman empire, and to clear the spanish road.
1622
the states of baden and brunswick attempt to aid the Palatinate, but their armies are defeated.
Catholic forces reach the Palatinate capital, heidelberg. frederick flees to the dutch republic.
the first rounds of fighting between spain and france begin, as france tries to cut the spanish road at the valtelline, 
a crucial pass through the alps.
1624
richelieu becomes first minister of france.
1625
the danish, threatened by the chiefly spanish Catholics, secure support from england, france, and the dutch republic.
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